
Hi {Firstname},

This month, in 1809 and then again in 1818, the United States witnessed
the birth of two great men who would go on to change the future of this
country: Abraham Lincoln and Frederick Douglas.

February is Black History Month, so alongside our Valentine's Day
festivities, our office will be taking a moment to celebrate and reflect.
Investing is all about planning for the future you believe in. For your loved
ones, your community, and beyond.

Forbes has put out a list of Black-owned businesses for investors to keep
an eye on. Worth a scroll through!

Speaking of change, our Montane Group is continuing to transition over to
LPL, our new broker dealer (click here for Waddell & Reed's
announcement). A small number of clients have already received some
correspondence from LPL. If you have not, be on the look out because
letters are going out! If you any questions regarding anything about LPL,
give me a call. Again, these letters are just to let people know that our
broker dealer is changing. The Montane Group and our services will
remain the same on your end. These changes are largely procedural.

You hear me say this a lot, but it's still true. I am grateful to each and
every one of you and am so proud of the community we have built.

Sincerely,

Steve

Around the Office

We are thrilled by all the new possibilities LPL brings, but around the
office, we are still the same zany, fun-loving group you know and love!
Unfortunately, we are sending this out before our office is fully decked in
Valentine's Day spirit, but we will be sure to post pictures on our website!

This month's puzzle?

Can February march?

Check out the answer on our community page. And remember to send us
an email if you have any jokes or puzzles you'd like us to feature!

Up Next

A Seat at the Table:

In 1972, Barbara Jordan (pictured above) represented Texas as her
state's first Black congresswoman. Because of her seat at the table,
Representative Jordan was able to deliver one of the our country's
landmark opening statements during the 1974 impeachment trials of
Richard Nixon. She fought for the checks and balances our nation was
founded on and was an ardent advocate for voters' rights.

Being at the table is a critical part of financial planning as well. At the
Montane Group, we recognize this by putting our relationships first. This is
why we get to know one another over several "at the table" meetings, so
that you leave feeling listened to and empowered to complete your
financial goals, whatever they may be. 

Regardless of the zeros behind an account, we believe that financial
stability should be accessible to all, and we want you to be a part of that
process!

This Month's Reads!

Investments for Change

For some, the social impact of investing
is just as important as the return, perhaps
more important.

Learn More

Value vs. Growth Investing

Among stock-market investors there’s
long been a debate between those who
favor value and those who favor growth.

Learn More

Four Great, Unexpected
Places to Raise a Family

Here are 4 great, and sometimes
unexpected, places to raise a family.

Learn More
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Securities and investment products and services offered through
Waddell & Reed, Inc. (WRI), member FINRA/SIPC.

Montane Group is a separate entity from WRI.

Insurance products offered through insurance companies with
which Waddell & Reed has sales arrangements.

Not FDIC/NCUA Insured • No Bank Guarantee • May Lose Value

Waddell & Reed, Inc. (WRI) does not accept buy, sell or other
transaction instructions via e-mail.

This e-mail message, and any attachment(s), is not an offer or
solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any security or other product and
is not to be considered an individualized recommendation or
personalized investment advice.  It is important to understand that
investing involves risk and the potential to lose principal. 

Waddell & Reed does not provide legal or tax advice.  Please consult
legal or tax professionals for specific information regarding your
individual situation.

This e-mail may contain privileged or confidential information or may
otherwise be protected by other laws. Any use, copying or distribution
of the information contained in this e-mail by persons or entities other
than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this in error,
please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer
on which it exists. WRI, in accordance with applicable laws, reserves
the right to monitor, review and retain all electronic communications
sent and/or received by WRI and its employees and associated
persons, including all e-mails, traveling through its networks and
systems.
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